**Human Anatomy & Physiology (Human A&P)**

**Does USF offer Human A&P?**

There are three departments that teach Human A&P at USF: The Department of Biology, College of Nursing, and College of Medicine.

**BSC 2093C** Human A&P I and **BSC 2094C** Human A&P II are taught by the Department of Biology. **BSC 2085/L** Human A&P I and **BSC 2086/L** Human A&P II are taught by both the College of Nursing and the College of Medicine. Look at the OASIS Schedule Search “Col” column (which stands for College) to determine which college is teaching the course. AS = Arts and Science, NR = College of Nursing, and MD = College of Medicine.

**When is Human A&P offered?**

BSC 2093C is only offered during Fall semesters and BSC 2094C is only offered during Spring semesters. BSC 2085/L & BSC 2086/L are offered all three semesters.

**What are the prerequisites for Human A&P at USF?**

BSC 2093C has enforced course prerequisites of General Biology I with lab (BSC 2010/L), General Biology II with lab (BSC 2011/L), and General Chemistry I (CHM 2045). A passing grade (C- or better) in BSC 2093C is required to take BSC 2094C. BSC 2085/L is not an acceptable prerequisite for BSC 2094C.

BSC 2085/L does not require course prerequisites. However, there can be restrictions to course registration for BSC 2085/L. For example, Nursing reserves seats in their course for nursing majors, and will open up seats to non-nursing majors late in the registration period. A passing grade (C- or better) in BSC 2085/L is required to take BSC 2086/L Human A&P II.

**Why am I receiving an error message when I attempt to register for open seats in BSC 2093C or BSC 2094C?**

BSC 2093C & BSC 2094C have strictly enforced course prerequisites. If the computer cannot verify that you completed all the necessary prerequisite courses, it will give you a “PRE-REQ/TEST SCORE” error.

If you are eligible for the BSC 2093C or BSC 2094C, you will need the department to give you a “permit” or electronic approval to register for the course. Please submit the Department of Biology’s online permit request form at [https://web1.cas.usf.edu/bio/secure/permit_request_form.htm](https://web1.cas.usf.edu/bio/secure/permit_request_form.htm)

**Why am I receiving an error message when I attempt to register for BSC 2085/L or BSC 2086/L?**

There are two possible reasons:

One, perhaps you are not registering for the correct lab simultaneously with the lecture. Be sure to read the instructions attached to the course title on the schedule search. For example: “Ana & Phy I for Hlth Prof ...Must also register for Lab section 050 (CRN 85371)”

Two, perhaps you are attempting to register for a “permit only” course without a permit. Look at the OASIS Schedule Search “PMT” column (which stands for permit). If the column states “Yes”, then you will need to request a permit from the department in order to register for the course. For more information on Nursing course permits, please see [http://health.usf.edu/nocms/nursing/Resources_for_Students/permitreq.html](http://health.usf.edu/nocms/nursing/Resources_for_Students/permitreq.html).
I took a Human A&P course at another school. How do I know which course it is equivalent to at USF?

If you took your Human A&P transfer course at a Florida Public Institution (2-year or 4-year), the common course coding policy will apply. BSC 1093C or BSC 2093C is equivalent to BSC 2093C at USF. BSC 1094C or BSC 2094C is equivalent to BSC 2094C at USF. BSC 1085/L or BSC 2085/L is equivalent to BSC 2085/L at USF. BSC 1086/L or BSC 2086/L is equivalent to BSC 2086/L at USF.

If you took your Human A&P transfer course at a Florida private institution or at an out-of-state school, you will need to have it evaluated by USF. If you completed Human A&P I at your transfer school and intend to take Human A&P II at USF, it is especially important to have your transfer course evaluated by the department who offers the A&P II course you intend to take. Although a course description will assist in evaluation, most will not include enough information to determine which topics were covered at your first school. Therefore, you should submit a full course syllabus for accurate course evaluation.

Who can I contact for more information?
For BSC 2093C & BSC 2094C - Department of Biology, 813.974.3250, bioadvise@cas.usf.edu
For BSC 2085/L & BSC 2086/L marked “NR” – College of Nursing, Dr. Morris at smorris@health.usf.edu
For BSC 2085/L & BSC 2086/L marked “MD” – College of Medicine, Dr. Hibblelink at 813-974-9483